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Swami:  Hi my Dear Divine Souls. This is your Swami. I keep 
hearing all the discussions that the beautiful two angels, Ann and 
Ron, are speaking on in a beautiful and amazing way.  
I want to tell you one thing. Dedication, determination, devotion 
and direction with pure clarity, who has that will always succeed. 
It doesn't matter what problems you're carrying. If you don't have 
the determination, if you don't have devotion, if you don't have 
the right communication with the direction in a clarity way, you'll 
definitely get diverted. Once you get diverted, then you don't 
know in your life's journey where you're going to. It's the most 
important thing you need to think about it. 
Number two – love. Love is the most powerful weapon. 
Criticisms, comments, are natural to creativity persons. Even in 
your life, in your Swami's life, in everybody's life, criticism always 
comes and goes. It's like the ocean waves, each ocean wave - that 
wave wants to touch the sky. It keeps trying to touch the sky but it 
cannot touch the sky. Like that with the blaming characters, it's 
natural, they keep trying to disturb. That is the nature phenomena. 
You don’t need to worry about it. 
Why I'm making this core point, in the content of these points, in 
our lives a lot of up and downs keep coming. Good things are 
happening in your life. Bad things are happening in your life. 
Whatever is happening in your life, nothing you need to worry. If 



you really believe in the Divine Court, the Divine Court will 
decide the right judgment. 
Number three: Help Ever - Hurt Never. Many people think their 
own crazy phenomena, “Oh Swami did this. I did this. Twelve 
years I dedicated to this. Fifteen years I practiced this. Thirty years 
I practiced this in spirituality and there are no results. There is no 
help in the right direction and right determination.”  Those types 
of people we cannot help them. Doesn't matter if they spent 
millions of dollars, millions of rupees, millions of euros, tons of 
gold, diamonds, whatever it is - it is hopeless.  
Love is the most fragrant essential in your life. Love will take care 
in all angles to short-cut in an amazing beautiful way. Short-cut in 
sense of, it doesn't matter how much you're going through, you 
can win through the love more than the sword power. Sword only 
can kill one or two, three, four, five persons. Mahatma Gandhi 
took care in all angles through peace. Peace, once you develop 
that, is unbelievable nectar. To developing peace in your heart, is 
not a joke. Mahatma Gandhi brought freedom to the Indian 
country. Every Indian currency, each Indian coin, has Mahatma 
Gandhi’s picture there. Peace has that much power. Peace will 
come through the love. Love will come with patience. Patience 
will come with satisfaction.  
No blaming nature. Who has a blaming nature and a lot of 
unpredictable doubting nature, it's highly impossible you can 
succeed.  My Dear Divine Souls, it's the most important thing; try 
to develop peace in your life. Peace will give the compassion. 
Compassion will give the love to you. That love will lead your life 
forever and ever until to your last breath - nectar and victory. 
Thanking you so much. Your Swami, and the beautiful angels, 
Nityaananda and Monika T, they're doing great, good job. Your 
Swami's always available. Guru Purnima is coming very soon. I'm 
looking forward to seeing you. 
All my love, and I pray to God Divine, the Mother Nature and 
Father for good health to every Divine Soul who's listening my 
voice and peace of mind and clarity hearts.  
Your Swami, my blessings, my prayers are always with you.  
Thanking you. 
Love you guys - take care. 


